Self run OU control Circuit contributed to the circuit By Alex (Groundloop)

Hi thanks for your interest. I will give you a short summery of My discovery and device.
Simply put you build a normal 11 turn Jt on a one inch toroid. I used a goldmine 5 for a
dollar one. one out of a computer power supply might work as well ,maybe better . i use a

2n2222a its a metal can transistor . I tried 2n3906 mpsa05 and a germanium. The
2n2222a works best. OK so there was lots of room on the other side of the torroid so i
wound a 22turn secondary for a pick up coil and placed leds on it .you may have to flip
the led to get it to turn on. The winding is polarized. Ok. Now from the collector of the
transistor i added a germanium diode. the stripe side of the diode goes to the plus of My
charging ultra cap the neg of the ucap goes to the emitter of negative connection to the
run battery Its a n aa energizer rechargeable Ni-mh 2500mah camera battery .. I run the
circuit . my battery volts start is 1.495 . after 14 or so hours ,could be more up to a day
the ultrap fills up over 2.600 volts ,way above the run battery that is now showing 1.490,
a total loss of 5/1000th of a volt !! cool . so now in order to make this self run i simple
take a jumper and place it on the charging cap positive connection and touch it for a few
seconds to positive on the run battery and immediately the run battery charges way
beyond the loss it incurred . I and ground loop are building a circuit board that will do
this automatically. the whole time all the above is occurring the leds remain lit PLUS i
have a full ultracap which is a powerful battery in it self to do work like run a nichrome
coil for heat for hook up more Jts to run ,leds ,motors anything that requires 2.5 volts at
over 3000amps . I just dont see why others don't get it ?I have repeated this over and over
. IT is a true over the unity of the run battery .period. Have fun. I will have professional
circuit boards soon after we tweak the circuit. The circuit board will also control a load to
the ultracap thus providing a load to discharge it so the cycle repeats over and over and
over and over.

